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We were OFF
to OFFF



“Stay young
  Stay stupid
  Finally 
  Fucking 
  Fifteen” 



OFFF was launched 15 years ago as the ‘Offline Flash 
Film Festival’. It’s evolved over the years into one of 

the world’s most highly regarded design events. 
More of a festival than a conference, there’s a very 
casual, relaxed atmosphere, the speakers are all 

hanging out in the bar ready to chat, there’s loads of 
cool stuff for sale and you can even 

get a tattoo. 



Holà Barcelona



Day 1 - Settling down



Day 2 - Discovery



Day 3 - New Home



Science & physics



Science & physics
e.g. Robert Hodgin

“Lots of speakers were talking about taking inspiration from some huge, weighty 
subjects – and obviously it doesn’t get huger or weightier than SCIENCE.  

Robert Hodgin is an artist and coder from New York who specialises in particle 
simulation. His main message was that when trying to make something that feels truly 

realistic, don’t focus on how it looks; focus on why it looks like that, and why the particles 
behave in a certain way. I think that applies across all 3D, lighting, texturing and 

rendering – thinking about the why.

For an exhibit at the Auckland Museum he simulated a ‘boil-up’, which is when many 
species of fish come together for a huge feeding frenzy, resulting in amazing displays of 

swarming in the ocean. As it’s particle simulation Hodgin had a bit of fun experimenting, 
but the end result is pretty amazing. It’s all driven by code, nothing was animated at all.” 



Robert Hodgin



Analysis
Experimentation
Physics







Hush



Experimental
Lights
Imagination





A line of text hereClick here

http://heyhush.com/work/mbn/
http://heyhush.com/work/mbn/


Spontaneous



Spontaneous
e.g. Jon Burgerman

“But it wasn’t all code-based simulated fish – illustrator Jon Burgerman’s talk was all 
about mistakes, chance, chaos and playfulness. 

He creates these beautifully complex, vibrant pieces that start from randomness. For 
instance, he was describing how he sometimes begins by scribbling a few patches of 

colour on a piece of paper with a highlighter pen. He works into the scribbles until he has 
a few characters, then he takes the style he’s arrived at from the scribble-characters and 

draws more and more until the paper is full. 

He discussed his recent show Burgerworld, in which he created a 3D set, encouraging 
visitors to interact with the illustrations and use them to create movies and photographs. 
He wasn’t at all precious about his work, he seemed to be someone who was just churning 

out creativity on anything that happened to be around.”



Jon Burgerman



Chaos
Chance
Just messing about











Cocolia



Fresh
Happy 
Colourful
Passionate
Inspired





Coco’s friends
Personal project 
A Crazy story about friends
2015



Click here

http://www.cocolia.cat/en/see/project/166/COCO-S-COMING-A-CRAZY-STORY-ABOUT-FRIENDS-2015
http://www.cocolia.cat/en/see/project/166/COCO-S-COMING-A-CRAZY-STORY-ABOUT-FRIENDS-2015
http://www.cocolia.cat/en/see/project/166/COCO-S-COMING-A-CRAZY-STORY-ABOUT-FRIENDS-2015
http://www.cocolia.cat/en/see/project/166/COCO-S-COMING-A-CRAZY-STORY-ABOUT-FRIENDS-2015


Process



Sawdust



Process
Patience
Curiosity





Men’s health
Project for Men’s health US
Explore through typography the notion of pain





Sagmeister



Beauty 
is function



Click here

http://www.welovead.com/en/works/details/645wnurwk
http://www.welovead.com/en/works/details/645wnurwk


In conclusion...
A unique event like OFFF is a rare opportunity to gain an insight into the processes of 

creative individuals and businesses – even if the speaker fails to engage, you come away 
having learned something, a nugget of wisdom on technique or approach, or even in 

some cases how not to do a presentation at a prestigious design event. 

Some of the most engaging talks weren’t even about the incredible work on show; they 
were about life, philosophy and above all inspiration – where it comes from and how it 

can be drawn from the most unusual places. 
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